The Private Collection
Let’s retrace, a little fatalistically, the
present-day supply chain of art: a
visitor buys a ticket to a museum that
displays a piece of artwork borrowed
from a private collector who purchased
the object at an art fair from a gallery
representing the artist who initially
produced the relative exhibit. This sequence resembles, far too obviously,
other global assembly lines, such as
those for food or clothing, of which the
degree of complexity unfortunately also
increases the possibilities for exploitation along its stations.
It may be both the growing sensibility for such a kind of process and the
adoption of a franchise model for its
expansion that has made the Solomon
R. Guggenheim Foundation increasingly vulnerable to the scrutiny it is
receiving in the aftermath of its Gehrydesigned popularity peak. If, at first,
the “Bilbao effect” made art appear as
a prodigious new urban-planning tool,
the arguments raised and consolidated
against the competition for the Helsinki
Guggenheim, highlight an increasing
awareness that the global art institution is reluctant to engage on a local
and long-term basis with its host cities.
In fact, between the lines of its success
story, the Guggenheim has a far-less
linear history regarding its branches—
of which many have been cancelled
proposals (Guadalajara, Rio de Janeiro,
Salzburg, Vilnius, Taichung, Tokyo) or
closed down (Las Vegas, Manhattan,
Berlin). The reasons for default may
vary, but, at least since the closure of
OMA’s Las Vegas Guggenheim, the difficulties and importance of connecting
with the local community through adequate programming became apparent.

These kinds of problems are symptomatic
for franchised businesses, and the local
adaptation of its menu or stock has been
a key issue for companies like McDonald’s
and H&M to succeed on a global scale.
With the main controversy around the
Helsinki competition focusing on its costs,
it’s surprising that the question has been
more about how it will look rather than
what will be inside. Regardless of a very
vague curatorial strategy in the original
competition brief, 1,715 projects have been
imagined around a 4,000 square meter
exhibition space based on “providing a
regional platform for internationally acclaimed exhibitions.” It would be tempting
to challenge the Guggenheim to become
the opposite (an international platform for
locally acclaimed art), but also against its
nature, as after all its inventory is a conglomerate of several private collections.
On the contrary, the Next Helsinki could tie
together the ends of the global art market’s supply chain by curating what is already there, rather than what is available
to be brought there. This could happen by
assembling a new “private collection” out
of to the most private of all collections:
the one on display in the homes of its host
region. Rather than making the integration
of local art a retroactive negotiation – as it
has been the case with Basque art in Bilbao – a “call for art entries” would enable
the creation of a Heim to the existing art of
the museum’s context in the very moment
of its instalment. Inventorying, selecting and ultimately borrowing this collection from the houses of the Helsinkians,
depending on the curatorial theme to be
displayed (#modernism, #pottery, …),
would convert the city and its residents
into latent suppliers of the museum, thus
constitutive and quintessential part of it.

The Guckenheim
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DEFINITION

1. Creation of a board of directors

City of Helsinki, galleries, harbour management, …

2. Museum space

Definition of a site, typology, temporary/permanent
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3. Call for art entries

Announcement in local media, public colloquium

gucken (ˈɡʊkn)
intransitive verb

(= sehen) to look (zu at)
Heim (haim)

neuter noun

4. Inventarisation / categorisation

Creation of a database of available artworks
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5. Curatorial topic (#)

Exhibition themes, renewed at regular intervals

6. Atelier / fab lab

Specific laboratories to contribute to the chosen theme
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7. Exhibition

Display of the inventory’s and atelier’s selection

(= Zuhause) home
Guckenheim (ˈɡʊkn-haim)
neuter compound noun

a (= Zuhause) home for
(= sehen) looking

